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Abstract

available for all languages due to resource restrictions, particularly for resource-poor languages.
Hence, we are in need of cost-effective adaptation
techniques that transfer existing knowledge to new
domains as much as possible.
A recently proposed approach for domain adaptation filters generic corpora based on sentence
embeddings of a potentially low amount of indomain samples to train domain-specific models
from scratch (Wang et al., 2017). However, the
problem of time- and resource-consuming training
still remains which is unsuitable for incremental
model updates.
Fine-tuning can accelerate the training process because it transfers knowledge from a pre-trained
generic model to a new domain and, hence, requires less parallel training samples. However, respective differences in contents and writing style
can reduce machine translation quality, if they are
not properly addressed.
Recent approaches include fine-tuning with
mixed batches containing in- and out-of-domain
samples (Chu et al., 2017) and with different regularization methods for differing amounts of new
samples for English → German and English →
Russian (Barone et al., 2017). The findings of
Barone et al. (2017) suggest that there is an “approximately logarithmic relation between the size
of in-domain training set and improvement in
BLEU score”. We want to find out whether incremental model training can be accelerated using
an advanced query strategy for sample selection.
Previous works on incremental machine translation include cache-based computer aided translation tools (Nepveu et al., 2004), active learning techniques for interactive statistical machine
translation (González-Rubio et al., 2012), interactive visualizations for understanding and manipulating attention weights and beam search parameters in NMT (Lee et al., 2017), and domain adap-

We study the problem of incremental domain
adaptation of a generic neural machine translation model with limited resources (e.g., budget and time) for human translations or model
training. In this paper, we propose a novel
query strategy for selecting “unlabeled” samples from a new domain based on sentence embeddings for Arabic. We accelerate the finetuning process of the generic model to the target domain. Specifically, our approach estimates the informativeness of instances from
the target domain by comparing the distance
of their sentence embeddings to embeddings
from the generic domain. We perform machine translation experiments (Ar-to-En direction) for comparing a random sampling baseline with our new approach, similar to active
learning, using two small update sets for simulating the work of human translators. For the
prescribed setting we can save more than 50%
of the annotation costs without loss in quality, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.

1

Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is the task
of translating text from one language (source)
to another (target) using, most commonly, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), specifically the
Encoder-Decoder or Sequence-to-Sequence models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014). Recently, NMT has become a quite popular and
effective alternative to traditional Phrase-Based
Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT) (Koehn
et al., 2003). Major problems that arise include
very high cost of training NMT models for new
domains and that abundant parallel corpora are required for this task: the standard encoder-decoder
models with attention have been shown to perform poorly in low-resource settings (Koehn and
Knowles, 2017). Sufficient data might not be
1
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tation through user interactions (Peris and Casacuberta, 2018).
In this work, we implement a new query strategy for selecting “unlabeled” instances from a target domain and investigate its effect on fine-tuning
a generic NMT model. We borrow techniques and
terms from the active learning domain (Settles,
2010): a query strategy is a method for selecting
instances from a pool of unlabeled data that lead
to a high information gain when used for training
the machine learning model under consideration.
Selected instances are labeled by an oracle which
can be a human. Iteratively including the most informative instances, labeled on demand, has been
shown to increase the model performance while
using the same amount of training data. Our proposed methods for domain adaptation in NMT include query strategies that consider untranslated
sentences as unlabeled instances. We simulate a
human oracle by using parallel corpora in the evaluation, but we do not consider incremental updates
for the query strategy. This is of interest for crowdbased domain-adaptation with limited resources as
described in (Barz et al., 2018b), in particular, because our method only requires monolingual data
for filtering (see Figure 1).
We compare random sampling as a naı̈ve baseline strategy with our novel method based on distances between sentence embeddings. We estimate the informativeness of instances from the target domain by comparing the distances of their
sentence embeddings to the embeddings of the
generic domain. For computing the sentence embeddings, we present AraSIF: we adapted the
methodology presented by Arora et al. (2017),
which is known to capture the semantics of sentences well, to work with Arabic. In our experiments, we use existing parallel corpora for simulating human workers: The MEDAR1 and GlobalVoices dataset (Tiedemann, 2012) are considered as new target domains which mainly concern the domain of climate change and politics,
respectively. The LDC Newswire parallel corpus
is used as the dataset for training generic domain
model. We fine-tune this generic NMT model using different amounts of samples from a new domain and varying training epoch settings while observing the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) on
a held-out in-domain test set. Our hypothesis is
that the proposed novel query strategy can effec1

tively reduce the number of fine-tuning samples
required without hampering the translation quality
when compared to the baseline.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview on related
works, section 3 describes the NMT system and
considered query strategies. In section 4, we describe our experiment, and we report the results in
section 5. The results are discussed in section 6
and we conclude our work in section 7.

2

Related Work

Almahairi et al. (2016) presented their first result
on AR–EN bidirectional NMT, showing that NMT
models outperform traditional PBSMT models
when they are tested on out-of-domain test data.
This result motivates us to study domain adaptation of NMT models rather than PBSMT models.
Several approaches are proposed for domain
adaptation in the context of statistical and neural
machine translation. Wang et al. (2017) show a
way to adapt existing corpora to new domains using learned sentence embeddings for the source
language of an NMT model to identify training samples that are close to the new domain.
This method allows us to train NMT models for
new domains without requiring a parallel corpus
in that domain, but models need to be trained
from scratch. Chu et al. (2017) present a method
called “mixed fine-tuning” where fine-tuning is
performed with mini-batches composed of a mix
of in- and out-of-domain parallel samples to address the problem of overfitting to the new domain. Barone et al. (2017) investigate regularization methods for domain adaptation in NMT.
Their findings indicate that BLEU scores increase
logarithmically with an increasing amount of indomain training data. Peris and Casacuberta
(2018) implement an online domain adaptation
method based on user interactions on the sub-word
level. In an experiment, simulating such interactions with available public corpora, they could
show that their online learning approach successfully improves word error rates for EN-to-DE and
EN-to-FR translations.
González-Rubio et al. (2012) present different
active learning techniques that shall reduce human
workload in interactive statistical machine translation. They consider three query strategies for selecting the most informative sentences for being
translated by humans: a random sampling base-

http://medar.info
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Figure 1: We focus on domain adaptation of a generic NMT model Mgen with humans-in-the-loop that translate
monolingual data of the new domain with limited resources. We simulate crowd-translated content using two
parallel corpora S new representing data of new domains for training the adapted model Mnew . We propose an
advanced query strategy for selecting sentences from S new that need to be translated by their similarity to the
generic corpus.

3.1

line, rare n-gram sampling, and a sampling based
on word confidences. In a recent work, Lam et al.
(2018) suggest to incorporate human judgments
on partial translations as reinforcement signal for
improving NMT models and evaluate it in a simulation experiment with existing parallel corpora.
For reducing human workload, they suggest an
entropy-based method to trigger human judgments
similar to active learning approaches with human
oracles.
We focus on a query strategy for domain adaptation of NMT models based on active learning.
We consider settings in which human workers provide new training data (Barz et al., 2018b,a; Green
et al., 2015) for domains with no or only little
parallel corpora due to, for instance, budget constraints. Our experiment includes random sampling as a baseline similar to González-Rubio et al.
(2012) and an advanced sentence selection strategy based on distances between sentence embeddings that also encode the semantics of a sentence
(Arora et al., 2017), adapted for Arabic.

3

Model Architecture and Training

We use the TensorFlow implementation of NMT2
(Luong et al., 2017) configured as an 8-layered
bidirectional RNN with standard LSTM cells in
each layer and residual connections between the
layers. We use the same architecture for both,
generic model training and fine-tuning tasks. The
model is trained3 with vanilla SGD for 350k iterations with a batch size of 50 and a dropout rate of
0.2. The initial learning rate is set to 1.0 and a decay factor of 0.5 is applied after every 1k iterations
starting from 170k iterations. We use the standard
hyperparameters provided in the NMT framework
and set the vocabulary size to 32k for both Arabic
and English. We train the generic model (Mgen )
for one week using the LDC corpus (S gen ) (see
Figure 1) and use the resulting checkpoint for all
of our fine-tuning experiments.
3.2

Datasets and Preprocessing

In our experiment, we use the LDC Newswire
corpus (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) and two
publicly available datasets, MEDAR and GlobalVoices. The corpus statistics are summarized in
Table 1. The LDC Newswire parallel corpus (ArEn) is used for training a generic model and the
MEDAR and GlobalVoices datasets for domainspecific fine-tuning. We include datasets on two

Method

We implement a baseline query strategy (random
sampling) and an advanced query strategy (see
3.3) for selecting training samples which are used
for fine-tuning a generic NMT model. In this section, we describe the applied NMT model and the
generic training process, as well as the two query
strategies used in the domain adaptation process.

2
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All experiments were performed on an Ubuntu machine
(Intel i7-5960X) with 8 cores and 2 GTX-1080 graphics cards
3
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Corpus
LDC Newswire
MEDAR
GlobalVoices

Sentence Pairs
1.3M
0.5k
37k

Domain
Generic
Climate Change
Politics, Human Rights

Usage
Generic model training
Domain specific fine-tuning
Domain specific fine-tuning

Table 1: Details of datasets that we used in our experiments.



ilar to the active learning paradigm. We propose
a method that estimates the informativeness of a
sample based on its similarity to the generic corpus using sentence embeddings. We exclude semantically overlapping parts from the new corpus
which reduces the amount of training samples that
need to be translated by human labor and that need
to be included in model training (see Figure 1). We
refer to this method as fine-tuning with advanced
sampling. In addition, we implement a baseline
method which selects all samples from a new domain in random order (fine-tuning with random
sampling).
For our advanced sampling method, we use
smooth inverse frequency (SIF)-based sentence
embeddings (Arora et al., 2017) extended for Arabic which we refer to as AraSIF (see Section 3.4).
It encodes sentences from the source language
s ∈ Ssrc into a 300-dimensional vector es :
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimates for the distributions
of distances (cosine similarity) between sentence embeddings of each considered dataset and eref , the mean
of sentence embeddings of the dataset used for training
of the generic translation model. The gray dotted lines
represent the 25% and the 75% percentile of the distance distribution for the generic model.

esif : Ssrc → R300 , s 7→ es

different genres to investigate whether our findings generalize irrespective of the domain of the
fine-tuning set. To reduce noise in the data, we
clean the datasets by discarding instances with
mixed tokens (i.e. English sentences containing
Arabic words or Arabic sentences containing English words). This step removes around 0.01%,
1.2%, and 10.14% of sentence pairs from LDC
Newswire, MEDAR, and GlobalVoices datasets
respectively. Further preprocessing steps of our
system pipeline include normalization and tokenization4 of the sentences and generation of byte
pair encodings (BPE)5 (Sennrich et al., 2016) for
the tokenized sentences and the vocabulary.
3.3

Arora et al. (2017) show that SIF-based embeddings perform well for many semantic textual similarity tasks. This implies that the sentences which
are close to each other in the embedding space can
be considered to be semantically similar. We estimate the informativeness of a sample for domain
adaptation based on the semantic similarity of two
sentences. We use the cosine distance d between
two sentence embeddings es and es0 as a proxy for
semantic similarity:
d : R300×2 → [−1, 1], (es , es0 ) 7→ ds,s0

Query Strategies for Sample Selection

Hereby, the mean of all sentence embeddings of
gen
the generic corpus Ssrc
⊂ Ssrc serves as the reference point eref in the sentence embedding space
for comparing sentences from other corpora:

For model adaptation in limited resource settings,
it is desirable to reduce the number of samples
from the target domain and, thus, the required
time and cost for receiving human translations.
Our goal is to develop a query strategy for selecting the most informative update samples, sim4
5

gen
eref = mean(esif (Ssrc
)), eref ∈ R300

Calculating the cosine similarity between all
new ⊂ S
samples of a new domain Ssrc
src and this

https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
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epochs
nt
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400

reference point, results in a distribution of distances indicating the semantic similarity or dissimilarity of samples from the new domain to the
generic domain. We show the distributions for all
considered datasets in terms of a kernel density estimate in Figure 2: MEDAR and GlobalVoices as
new domains and LDC Newswire as generic reference domain. Initially, we anticipated the target domain corpora to partially lie outside of the
reference distribution, but the new corpora rather
seem to be more specific subsets of the generic domain. Therefore, we select training samples for
our fine-tuning process from the new domains that
belong to the long-tail of the distance distribution
of the generic domain corpus. We expect the informativeness of a new sample s to be high, if it
is underrepresented in the generic domain dataset
in terms of semantic similarity to eref , this is if
ds,eref is high. The interval boundaries that frame
the longtail are the only parameters that need to
be defined for this approach. We use the 25% and
75% percentiles of the distance distribution of the
generic domain to define these outer regions (see
dotted vertical lines in Figure 2).
3.4

AraSIF: Arabic Sentence Embeddings

5

20
Tsgd
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160

Evaluation Procedure

We perform the simulation experiment with two
new domain datasets and observe the impact of
different parameters on domain adaptation of the
generic NMT model using small amounts of new
samples. These can be considered to stem from
human workers, e.g., professional translators or
crowdworkers. Considered parameters include the
number of training samples in the update set nt
and the number of training epochs e. The number of epochs defines the number of training iterations: The number of Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) updates, denoted by Tsgd , is computed by:
ln m
t
Tsgd =
·e
|S|

We conduct a simulation experiment for investigating the effectiveness of our advanced query
strategy in reducing the required amount of update
samples for adapting an NMT model to a new domain. Our approach selects samples using mono7

10
Tsgd
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

lingual information only, which can be assumed
to be available without investing resources. For
this, we compare the translation quality when finetuning a model with random sampling and when
fine-tuning it with a reduced number of update
samples resulting from our advanced sampling.
Our generic NMT model Mgen is adapted to two
new domains, represented by the GlobalVoices
and the MEDAR datasets, using both query strategies. We include a varying number of epochs for
identifying good training parameters. We hypothesize that our advanced query strategy for sample selection can effectively reduce the number of
fine-tuning samples without hampering the translation quality when compared to the baseline.

Experiment

6

5
Tsgd
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Table 2: Considered combinations of update set sizes
(nt ) and SGD updates or iterations (Tsgd ) used for finetuning.

To obtain sentence embeddings for Arabic sentences we propose AraSIF. We use SIF6 with AraVec7 (Soliman et al., 2017), a Word2Vec pretrained model that is trained on 1.8M Arabic
Wikipedia articles with a total vocabulary size of
662k. SIF is based on word weights for computing embeddings, for which we consider all tokens
with a frequency count of at least 200. We preprocess the Wikipedia articles on which AraVec was
trained on, for computing the word frequency. In
addition, SIF expects the word embedding to be
in GloVe embedding format. Hence, we convert
the AraVec word embeddings from Word2Vec to
GloVe format. The code for AraSIF is publicly
available at DFKI Interactive Machine Learning
repository on GitHub.

4

1
Tsgd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

where |S| is the mini-batch size which we set
to 50 throughout our experiments, nt is the number of sentence pairs in the update set, and e is the
number of epochs. Table 2 provides an overview
of all considered configurations.

https://github.com/PrincetonML/SIF
https://github.com/bakrianoo/aravec
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MEDAR, we can observe a monotonic improvement in BLEU score for increasing numbers of
samples nt in the update set for all epoch configurations. However, compared to the reference
score of 18.6, only e = 1 and e = 5 achieve
meaningful improvements: we can observe an improvement after fine-tuning with first two minibatches. Higher numbers for e (10, 20) result in
lower BLEU scores than the reference, also when
including all samples (nt = 400). Only for e = 10
and nt = [350, 400] we observe a BLEU score
slightly better than the reference model. The best
BLEU score on the MEDAR test set is achieved
using nt = 400 and e = 5 with a score of 19.39.
Averaged over 5 repetitions of the experiment, the
runtime ranges between 59s for nt = 50 and 68s
for nt = 400 for e = 1. All other configurations
require longer training times. For GlobalVoices,
we observe a monotonic improvement with increasing number of samples nt for e ∈ {1, 5}.
Higher numbers for the epoch configuration result
in a monotonic deterioration of BLEU score. In
contrast to the models adapted to MEDAR, training with e ∈ {10, 20} yields better results than
the reference score of 13.4 for small nt . Yet, due
to the negative trend in BLEU scores, models with
these epoch configurations fall below the reference
score. The best BLEU score on the GlobalVoices
test set is achieved using nt = 100 and e = 10
with 14.36. Averaged over 5 trainings, the runtime ranges between 62s for nt = 50 and 122s
for nt = 400. For nt ≥ 200, we observe better
BLEU scores than the reference model for e = 1
and e = 5, where the training times for e = 1
grow considerably slower than for e = 5. Here,
the training times range between 49s for nt = 50
and 66s for nt = 400.

The update sets used for model adaptation are
generated from either MEDAR or GlobalVoices
dataset, after excluding a static test set of 100
sentences for each. Both update sets are constrained to a maximum sample size of 400 to allow a fair comparison (this is the maximum size
for MEDAR, see table 1). Further, we assume that
the amount of data from the new domain might be
small due to resource constraints or scarcity.
For the random sampling case, we select all 400
samples from each of the datasets in a random order and use it to adapt our generic model for all
parameter configurations in Table 2. Samples 1
to 50 of the update set are used for training the
nt = 50 model for all epochs. The model finetuning is continued with samples 51 to 100 for
the nt = 100 model for all epochs, and so on.
Considering the stochastic nature of SGD, we repeat the experiment 5 times and report the average
scores on the respective test sets, instead of providing a point estimate. We observe the training
times on the update set and the BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) on the test set as a dependent
variable.
For our advanced sampling strategy, we select a
subset of all training samples for both datasets using the filter mechanism described above. We include a sentence s, if its cosine distance d to eref is
smaller than the 25% percentile (−0.208) or larger
than the 75% percentile (0.317) of the generic distance distribution (see Figure 2). This leaves us
with 135 fine-tuning samples for MEDAR and 169
for GlobalVoices from the original 400 samples.
We consider the same set of parameters than before with the difference that the size of the update
set nt is limited to the reduced number of samples.
5.1

Results

Figure 4 summarizes the BLEU scores for all
considered settings and domains for our advanced
sampling condition. For MEDAR, we observe improvements in BLEU scores similar to the random sampling condition. All epoch configurations, except for e = 1, achieve scores higher than
the reference (18.6) starting from the first update
set. With the advanced sample selection, the best
score of 19.34 is achieved using nt = 135 and
e = 20. Using e = 1 for varying number of samples (nt ) yields BLEU scores which are slightly
lower than the reference BLEU score of 18.6. Averaged over 5 trainings, the runtime ranges between 54s and 58s for e = 1 and between 59s

In this section, we present the results of our finetuning experiments for adapting the generic model
with different sampling strategies. We use an
increasing number of update samples (nt ), different epoch configurations (e) and two new domain datasets. The generic baseline model Mgen
achieves a reference BLEU score of 18.6 for
MEDAR and 13.4 for GlobalVoices. We used the
same test set which we have used for evaluating
the fine-tuned model.
Figure 3 summarizes the BLEU scores for all
parameter settings and both new domains concerning the random sampling condition. For
6
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Figure 3: BLEU scores of fine-tuned NMT models for MEDAR and GlobalVoices corpora with random sampling
for varying sizes of the update set (nt ) and different number of training epochs (e).
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Figure 4: BLEU scores of fine-tuned NMT models for MEDAR and GlobalVoices corpora with advanced sampling
for varying sizes of the update set (nt ) and different number of training epochs (e).

and 70s for e = 5. For GlobalVoices, we obtain
the best score of 14.27 with e = 10 which is comparable to e = 10 and nt = 100 in the random
sampling condition. For e ∈ {5, 10}, we observe
better scores compared to the random sampling
condition, for all update set sizes nt . In addition,
with our advanced sampling, we always observe a
monotonic increase in BLEU score for all epoch
configurations and increasing number of samples
in the update set nt , in contrast to the epoch configurations e ∈ {10, 20} for the random sampling
condition where we observe a decreasing trend in
BLEU scores. The runtimes are similar to training
times of MEDAR models.

6

date sets can improve BLEU scores (see Figure 3).
In particular, we observe improvements over the
baseline with MEDAR data for e = {1, 5} and
with GlobalVoices data for e = {1, 5} for update
set sizes larger than 200 and for e = {10, 20} with
update set sizes less than 200. We did not find loglike relations similar to Barone et al. (2017). The
reason for this could be because we included less
data for the domain adaptation. For the random
sampling condition, with MEDAR dataset, we can
trade translation quality for faster training times
since e = 5 training yields only slightly better
BLEU scores when compared to e = 1 setting.
Analogously, for GlobalVoices dataset, e = 1, 5
achieves similar performance and perform better
than baseline model when nt > 200, which allows
to switch to a faster model training with e = 1
with a marginal loss in translation quality. Con-

Discussion

Our experiment shows that fine-tuning the generic
model Mgen with random sampling for small up7

cerning larger values of e for both the new domains yield a slower gain in translation quality or
even a loss in translation quality for e ∈ {10, 20}
(GlobalVoices) after an initial improvement over
the baseline. This loss might be caused by overfitting to the training samples due to a high number
of training iterations.

our method using all 36k samples of the GlobalVoices parallel corpus.
A promising direction for future work would
be to investigate the impact of active learning in
NMT using our advanced sentence sampling on
translation time and quality of incremental model
improvements. In settings with human workers
that post-edit translation candidates, translations
that improve over time might reduce this postediting effort and, consequently reduce the overall time and budget required for model adaptation to a new domain. In addition, this technology can increase the efficiency of ubiquitous machine translation interfaces, e.g., for multimodal
post-editing (Herbig et al., 2019; Oviatt et al.,
2017), real-time translation systems in virtual reality (Toyama et al., 2014), or medical crosslanguage dialogue applications (Sonntag et al.,
2009b,a) As a follow-up work, we would like
to experiment with a clustering-based sample selection instead of using a single reference vector
(eref ) for the whole generic domain and observe
the performance of domain-adapted sequence-tosequence models based on the chosen samples.

Using our advanced sampling for fine-tuning
Mgen to a new domain, significantly reduces the
amount of training samples without loss in translation quality compared to the commonly used finetuning with random sampling. This allows to dramatically reduce the amount of data that needs to
be translated or post-edited by human labor, because the sampling of “unlabeled” instances is performed using monolingual data only. In case of
MEDAR, our method reduces translation cost and
time by 66.25% compared to random sampling. In
addition, the BLEU scores improved overall: Except for e = 1 training setting, none of the scores
is lower than the baseline score. An interesting
observation when compared to the random sampling condition is that samples resulting from our
advanced sampling need more epochs to achieve
better BLEU scores. We believe this is due to
the following two reasons: (i) Domain mismatch:
the genre of samples of MEDAR dataset is significantly different from the domain of the samples
observed in Mgen (Almahairi et al., 2016). (ii)
Low amount of samples: our advanced sampling
approach removes 66% of samples from the original 400. Both of these factors necessitates more
training epochs to achieve the best BLEU score as
with random sampling condition. In case of GlobalVoices, we can observe similar improvements in
BLEU score for e = {5, 10}: we achieve a similar BLEU score as with random sampling baseline although we excluded 57.75% of the training
data. All in all, we can confirm our hypothesis that
our advanced sampling query strategy for sample
selection effectively reduces the number of finetuning samples without degrading the translation
quality compared to results of the baseline. A further advantage of our approach is that it supports
continuous fine-tuning, in contrast to other methods which require a complete re-training of the
model whenever new samples of the target domain
become available (Wang et al., 2017).

7

Conclusion

We investigate the problem of incremental domain
adaptation of a generic NMT model in a limited resources setting. Our NMT models improve BLEU
score with only small amounts of data from a new
domain. Hereby, sentences from the source language were randomly sampled for being used as
parallel training data after human translations. We
simulated the human translation task by using existing parallel corpora. Also, we introduced an
advanced sampling strategy, based on semantic
text similarity using a state-of-the-art technique,
after extending it for computing sentence embeddings for Arabic (AraSIF). We found that our
novel method achieves similar BLEU scores, compared to fine-tuning with random sampling, but
using less than half of the initial training data.
This enables more efficient domain adaptation of
NMT models with humans-in-the-loop and with
resource constraints.
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